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We study the nonlinear cotunneling current through a spinful quantum dot contacted by two super-
conducting leads. Applying a general nonequilibrium Green function formalism to an effective Kondo
model, we study the rich variation in the IV characteristics with varying asymmetry in the tunnel coupling to
source and drain electrodes. The current is found to be carried, respectively, bymultiple Andreev reflections
in the symmetric limit, and by spin-induced Yu-Shiba-Rusinov bound states in the strongly asymmetric
limit. The interplay between these two mechanisms leads to qualitatively different IV characteristics in the
crossover regime of intermediate symmetry, consistent with recent experimental observations of negative
differential conductance and repositioned conductance peaks in subgap cotunneling spectroscopy.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevLett.107.256802 PACS numbers: 73.63.Kv, 73.23.Hk, 74.45.+c, 74.55.+v
During the last decade, a number of experiments have
explored the problem of coherent electron transport
through tunnel junctions and quantum dots coupled to
superconducting leads [1–7] and the observation of subgap
structure with steps near eV ¼ 2=n (n ¼ 1; 2; 3; . . . ) in
the current-voltage (IV) characteristics has been rational-
ized in terms of multiple Andreev reflections (MAR)
[8–10]. Interestingly, recent experiments have revealed
that odd-occupied Coulomb blockaded quantum dots ex-
hibit novel transport characteristics not included within
standard MAR-mediated transport [3,11–15].
The physics of odd-occupied quantum dots coupled to
superconducting leads is intimately tied to the study of
magnetic impurities in bulk superconductors. Magnetic
impurities are known to generate localized Yu-Shiba-
Rusinov (YSR) bound states inside the superconducting
gap, offset from the gap edge roughly by the magnitude of
the exchange coupling [16]. These bound states serve as
informative signatures in tunneling spectroscopy of super-
conductor surfaces [16,17] and very recently they have also
been probed by scanning tunneling spectroscopy of MnPc
molecules adsorbed on Pb(111) surfaces [18]. The question
remains, however, of which signatures are to be expected in
a quantum dot transport experiment, where the system is
driven out of equilibrium by a voltage bias.
Recent theoretical work studied Andreev bound states
induced by a spinful quantum dot coupled to a supercon-
ductor, with focus on the competition between Kondo and
superconducting singlet correlations [19–32]. From de-
tailed calculations of low-energy spectral properties, one
may thus infer about, e.g., the Josephson current carried by
bound states. Far less is known about nonlinear transport
through an interacting, voltage-biased quantum dot, the
focus of the present Letter [33–36].
In this Letter, we perform a theoretical study of spin-
induced YSR bound states and their influence on the
nonequilibrium transport through S/QD/S cotunnel
junctions. This study is motivated by recent experiments
on quantum dots where the gate voltage can alter the nature
of the quantum ‘‘impurity’’ as shown in Fig. 1; at specific
odd fillings (3, 7, 11), the conductance through this carbon
nanotube quantum dot is strikingly different from all the
even-occupied fillings. The unusual behavior includes both
negative differential conductance (NDC) and repositioned
conductance peaks inside the bias voltage range of2=e.
Our modeling consists of a general framework for the
nonequilibrium current through an interacting dot which
is treated to second order in the lead-dot tunneling. Our
treatment, therefore, does not include Kondo correlations
which are, as we show below, not responsible for the
unusual conductance features in the experimental plot in
Fig. 1. Rather, as shown in the lower panel in Fig. 1, the
low-bias Andreev transport is significantly altered by the
presence of magnetic bound states which, in the asymmet-
ric case, completely dominate the transport and generate
NDC and shifted subgap conductance peaks similar to the
experimental data. Specifically, the calculated IV curves in
Fig. 1 are obtained for fixed (varying) coupling to the left
(right) lead. The bottommost curve is for a symmetric
junction whereas the top curve is in the tunneling limit
with highly asymmetric coupling. In the parameter regime
between these two limiting cases, one clearly observes a
transition from ‘‘conventional’’ MAR transport to a new
double-step IV curve with associated NDC in the asym-
metric limit. In addition, a regime of intermediate coupling
asymmetry exists where mainly the current near 2 is
altered reminiscent of fillings 7 and 11 in the experimental
conductance map of Fig. 1. The absence of NDC at
odd fillings 5 and 9 can be explained by a more
symmetric coupling of the lower-lying nanotube orbital
to the leads [14].
We consider a system of two superconducting leads
bridged by a quantum dot with its highest partially occu-
pied orbital represented by a single-orbital Anderson
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model. By focusing on the cotunneling regimewell inside a
Coulomb diamond, where charge fluctuations happen only
virtually, a Schrieffer-Wolff transformation [37] results in
the following effective Hamiltonian:
H ¼ 1
2
X
k
c ykðkm3 þ00m1 þ 0m2Þc k
þ 1
4
X
0k0;k;i
J0S
ic y
0k0m
ic k: (1)
Here, c yk ¼ ðcyk"; ck"; cyk#; ck#Þ, k is the quasipar-
ticle energy,  ¼ 0 þ i00 is the BCS-gap in lead  ¼
L, R, and the Nambu matrices are defined by m1¼12,
m2¼22,m3¼30,mx¼31,my¼02, and
mz ¼ 3  3, where i denote the Pauli matrices and 0 is
the 2 2 identity matrix. Si is the quantum spin on the
dot and J0 is the exchange-cotunneling amplitude with
lead index , 0 ¼ L, R, which satisfies the relation
JLRJRL ¼ JLLJRR.
The applied bias voltage, included through HV ¼
PN with  ¼ V=2, may be incorporated into
the spinors c yk;ðtÞ ¼ ~c yk;ðtÞeitm3 (@ ¼ 1), where
the time dependence of ~c yk;ðtÞ is now determined by the
unbiased (noninteracting) leads. The corresponding con-
tour ordered Green function transforms as G;00 ðt; t0Þ ¼
eitm
3
 ~G;00 ðt; t0Þeit
00m
3
00 , and ~G can now be deter-
mined from perturbation theory in the transformed cotun-
neling term:
HðtÞ ¼ 1
4
X
0k00;k;i
J
0
0ðtÞSi ~c y0k00 ðtÞmi0 ~c kðtÞ; (2)
with the time-dependent amplitudes J
0
0ðtÞ ¼
e
it0m300J0eitm
3
 . The problem of voltage-biased
superconducting junctions is inherently time dependent
and the Green functions acquire an explicit dependence
on two times, t and t0. However, because of the harmonic
dependence of the perturbation, the Green functions
GR;A;>;< can be expressed as a Fourier series in T ¼ tþ t0
Gðt; t0Þ ¼ GðT; Þ ¼X
n
einTV=2GnðÞ; (3)
where  ¼ t t0 is the relative time and Gnð!Þ ¼R1
1 de
i!GnðÞ, with G being shorthand for any of the
functions G<;>;R;A.
In the following, the Green functions and the self-energy
are written as 8 8 matrices containing  ¼ L, R and the
four Nambu indices  ¼ 1; . . . ; 4, and the normal Dyson
equation for ~GRn ð!Þ reads
~GRn ð!Þ ¼ n0 ~GRð0Þð!Þ þ ~GRð0Þð! nV=2Þ
X
m
~Rnmð!mV=2Þ ~GRmð!þ ðnmÞV=2Þ:
(4)
The solution generally takes the form
~GRn ð! nV=2Þ ¼ ½ð1 ~MRð!ÞÞ1n0 ~GRð0Þð!Þ; (5)
where ~MRnmð!Þ ¼ ~GRð0Þð! nVÞ~Rnmð! ðmþ nÞV=2Þ
and the free (k-summed) Green function is given by
~GRð0Þð!Þ ¼ F !m
0 þ 00m1 þ 0m2ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃjj2  ð!þ i0þÞ2
p ; (6)
using a constant density of states, F ¼ 1=ð2DÞ, with D
denoting the bandwidth. Using the irreducible self-energy,
calculated to leading order in perturbation theory, Eq. (5)
can be solved by numerical matrix inversion for each
frequency ! after suitable truncation of the number of
included harmonics n. Having done this matrix inversion,
one obtains the T-matrix components
FIG. 1 (color online). The top figure shows the conductance
versus gate (Vgate) and bias (Vsd) voltage for a carbon nanotube
quantum dot coupled to superconducting leads revealing a
qualitatively different subgap structure at fillings 3, 7, and 11.
For more details on the experimental setup, see Ref. [14]. The
bottom figure shows calculated IV characteristics through a S/
QD/S cotunnel junction obtained within the present approach.
For all curves JLL= ¼ 11:9 and (top to bottom) JRR= ¼ 0:05,
0.8, 3.2, 11.9. The curves are offset for clarity. Top inset: Sketch
of the S/QD/S cotunnel junction consisting of a spinful quantum
dot tunnel, coupled to the superconducting leads. Bottom inset:
Second order self-energy diagram included in the calculation.
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~T Rn ð!Þ ¼
X
m
~Rnmð!mV=2Þ½ð1 ~Mð!þnV=2ÞÞ1m0;
(7)
~T<n ð!nV=2Þ¼
X
m
½~<mð!Þþ ~TRmð!Þ
½ ~Gð0ÞRð!Þ~<mð!Þþ ~Gð0Þ<ð!Þ~Að!Þm
½ð1 ~Mð!þnV=2ÞÞ1mn; (8)
which, using Langreth rules, enter the time-averaged cur-
rent as
hIi ¼ e
Z
d!
X
0
f ~TL;L0;0ð!Þ ~Gð0ÞL0;Lð!Þg<m3: (9)
This expression follows from the underlying Anderson
model, and due to the energy dependence of the BCS
density of states both ~TR and ~T< must be computed in
order to determine the current. Given an expression for the
conduction electron self-energy, this current formula ap-
plies to any dot Hamiltonian. The numerical cost lies in the
matrix inversion, which becomes increasingly demanding
as bias voltage is reduced, and a larger number of harmon-
ics must be included to ensure convergence.
For even-occupied (spinless) dots, the first order self-
energy is exact and formulas (6)–(9) quantitatively repro-
duce the IV curves presented, e.g., in Refs. [8–10].
Henceforth, we focus our attention to odd-occupied dots
where the spin turns out to play an important role.
We restrict the discussion to the weak-coupling regime,
FJ & 1 (J  maxfJ0g), and retain only the second order
self-energy (see diagram in the lower inset of Fig. 1):
~
Rð2Þ
0;	0	;nð!Þ ¼
4
64
X
0;i;00
J000J00m
i
	00m
i
	
~GRð0Þ
0 ð! ½0m3	0	0 00m300 þ nV=2Þ; (10)
together with the corresponding advanced and lesser com-
ponents. In Eq. (10), we have included a factor of 4 arising
from the redundancy in the 4-spinor notation. For all
results presented in Figs. 1–3, we take D ¼ 20.
For equal coupling to the two leads, the IV curves for the
spinful dot are shown in Fig. 2. Evidently, the current is
dominated by MAR steps at 2=n arising from higher
harmonics in Eq. (4), and resembles that of an even-
occupied dot. This is in stark contrast to the case where
tunnel couplings to the two leads are very different.
As seen in Fig. 3, the coupling asymmetry significantly
enhances the subgap current and the IV characteristics
now exhibit a marked cusped two-step shape. We can
understand this evolution from symmetric to asymmetric
junctions by taking a closer look at the physical retarded
T matrix, obtained as
TR;00;nð!Þ ¼ ~TR;00;nðm30m300 Þ=Vð!
0Þ; (11)
where !0 ¼ !þ ðm3 þ0m300 Þ=2. In the insets of
Figs. 2 and 3 we plot Im~TRL1;L1;0ð!þ V=2Þ=, which is
proportional to the time-averaged dot-electron spectral
function for the underlying Anderson model. In the sym-
metric limit (Fig. 2) subgap features are predominantly due
to MAR, and for V  0 these disperse strongly with time
and are therefore smeared out by time averaging. This
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FIG. 3 (color online). IV curves for a S/QD/S cotunnel junc-
tion with coupling asymmetry JRR=JLL ¼ 0:004, 0.007, 0.016,
0.062, 1.0 for lines 1–5, respectively. All curves have
GN ¼ 0:013ð2e2=hÞ, corresponding to FJLL  0:744, 0.511,
0.335, 0.170, 0.042. Inset: as in Fig. 2 for the case with
JRR=JLL ¼ 0:016.
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FIG. 2 (color online). IV curves for a S/QD/S cotunnel junc-
tion with symmetric couplings, JLL ¼ JRR ¼ JLR ¼ J. From top
to bottom the curves correspond to J= ¼ 22:6, 17.3, 12.7, 8.8,
5.7. All curves are normalized by GN determined for J= ¼
22:6. Inset: dot spectral function for J= ¼ 12:7 with V ¼ 0
(solid) and V ¼ =e (dashed).
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results in broad resonances which depend significantly on
the bias voltage. In the asymmetric limit, we expect the dot
spin to qualitatively simulate a magnetic impurity ‘‘em-
bedded’’ in the strongly coupled superconducting lead, and
hence to generate YSR bound states located symmetrically
around the chemical potential of that lead. In this limit, the
weakly coupled lead acts mainly as a tunnel probe of these
bound states at low voltages, and the conductance should
simply map out the locations of the bound states. This is
exactly what is seen from the inset of Fig. 3 showing the
spectrum of a pair of YSR Andreev bound states [16,38]
located symmetrically around the left chemical potential at
L !S where !S ¼ ð1 xÞ=ð1þ xÞ with x ¼
3ðFJLL=4Þ2 and hence crossing each other when
FJLL ¼ 4=ð
ﬃﬃﬃ
3
p Þ  0:74, corresponding to curve 1 in
Fig. 3. Note that the peaks in the inset have been smeared
with an artificial broadening chosen small enough that it
does not affect the calculated current. In contrast to the
symmetric case, these bound states remain pinned in en-
ergy and do not disperse with time. This is seen explicitly
in the inset of Fig. 3 where peaks at !S ¼ 0:66 simply
shift by eV=2 upon an applied bias voltage. The values of
!S are directly related to the cusps in the current at eV ¼
!Sð¼ 1:66; 0:34Þ (case 3 in the main panel of Fig. 3),
corresponding to the matching up of YSR bound states
with the coherence peaks of the weakly probing right lead.
In this case, the current is dominated by Andreev processes
matching up with the symmetrically positioned bound
states. This is similar to the resonant MAR discussed for
noninteracting junctions [39,40] but now the resonant ef-
fect is enhanced because the bound states are positioned
symmetrically around L, and therefore match both an
incoming electron and an outgoing hole of a contributing
Andreev reflection process. Finally, a strong coupling
asymmetry is seen to change the quasiparticle tunneling
step at V ¼ 2=e into a local current minimum, consistent
with the experimental observations of NDC in
Refs. [11,12,14,18], and seen also in Fig. 1.
The progression of curves in Fig. 3 corresponds to
increasing asymmetry factor JLL=JRR with fixed normal
state conductance, GN ¼ ð32=4ÞjFJLRj2ð2e2=hÞ (calcu-
lated to second order), and therefore also to increasing
values of JLL. For sufficiently weak couplings, the domi-
nant higher order self-energy corrections may be included
by using the renormalized exchange coupling obtained
from poor man’s scaling from D down to  [41]. Thus
replacing FJLL with 1= lnð=TKÞ, we conclude that the
two YSR bound states lie at zero energy when
1= lnð=TKÞ  0:74, i.e., TK  0:26. This is consistent
with numerical renormalization group calculations for the
equilibrium problem [20,23,29], which show a transition
from doublet to singlet ground state, corresponding to a
crossing of the bound states, at TK  0:3. For even
stronger couplings, the YSR bound states again lie sym-
metrically around L and our calculations would give IV
curves which look qualitatively similar to those in Fig. 3.
For such couplings, however, the Kondo screening is so
strong that we can no longer rely on our perturbative
approach. Note, however, that our approach would be exact
in all regimes if dealing with a classical magnetic impurity,
potentially relevant for experiments probing impurities on
surfaces [17,18].
In summary, we have presented a general Hamiltonian
approach to the nonequilibrium current through an inter-
acting quantum dot contacted by superconducting leads.
For odd-occupied dots, the spin leads to IV characteristics
being strongly dependent on coupling asymmetry, giving
rise to negative differential conductance and shifted subgap
conductance peaks in agreement with experiments. More
work is required to study the asymmetry variations in the
crossover regime towards stronger couplings, TK > ,
where Kondo screening eventually quenches local super-
conducting fluctuations.
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